
Grenade Salad

Grenade Salad is a light-weight tactical combat game in 
which soldiers (cubes) battle it out in an open playing 
�eld in the middle of the table.

At a glance:
2-4 players
30 minutes
Complexity: medium

Components used:
All 54 cards
20 cubes pr player
1 tile (for measuring distances)

Setup:
Give each player his set of cubes (soldiers)

Take 5 soldiers from each player, shake them up in your 
hands, and drop them in the middle of the table. Take a 
few attempts to �nd the right height to make the drop. 
You want the soldiers to be clustered fairly close 
together, but not all in one heap.

Shu�e the deck and deal 5 cards to each player

Play:
The sequence of play is quite simple:

1. Move one soldier. Any soldier can move in any 
direction on the table. Maximum movement distance is 
the width of a tile.

2. Play up to two cards from your hand, carry out their 
e�ects in turn

3. Draw new cards from the deck to replenish your hand 
up to �ve

Card e�ects:

Map pointer: Place one single soldier at any exact 
location on the table.

Three Circles: Drop three soldiers onto the middle of the 
battle�eld (table)

Crossed Swords: Close combat attack – One of your 
soldiers can kill an opponents soldier, if the space 
between them is less than the width of a cube.

Arrow: Sniper attack – One of your soldiers can kill an 
opponents soldier anywhere on the table, as long as 
there is an unobstructed line of sight between them.

Explosion: Grenade – One of your soldiers can throw a 
grenade. Throwing distance is the width of a tile. The 
impacted area equals the area of a tile, within which all 
soldiers are killed.

Footpath: Mine – Played on your opponents turn. 
Whenever an opponent has placed, dropped or moved 
a soldier, you can play this card and state that the soldier 
has stepped on a mine. This explosion covers the same 
area as a grenade (one tile), and all soldiers in the area 
are killed.

Killed soldiers are taken by the player who killed them, 
and are counted as points at the end of the game.

Play continues until the deck is empty. At this point play 
can continue as long as players are still able to play 
cards. The exception is that you are not allowed to play 
the “three circles” card during this time. If you can not 
play a card (for instance if you hold a mine, or a close 
combat card but have no targets in range), you may 
pass, but you are still allowed to move a soldier. You may 

play again in a later turn if the situation has changed. If 
all players pass in sequence, i.e. are unable to play any 
cards, then the game ends.

Winner:

The game ends when all players have played all their 
cards from hand, or they have passed. Living soldiers on 
the table count as 3 points, and all killed soldiers count 
as one point each. The winner is the player with the 
most points. In case of a draw, the player with most 
soldiers in reserve wins.



The Gauntlet

The Gauntlet is a deadly race, where you want to be the 
�rst to reach the end while avoiding being hammered 
by your opponents and pelted with arrows. You have to 
climb over obstacles using the appropriate cards, keep 
your shield up at the right time, and maybe �nd a quiet 
spot to heal your wounds when necessary.

At a glance:

2-4 players
Playing time: 10 min
Complexity: medium

Components used:

All 36 tiles

All 54 cards (With 2 
players, use only 36 cards. 
Use the cards with brown 
and pink backgrounds. 
This gives you a deck in 
which each symbol has 6 
cards with values from 1 
through 6.)

4 cubes pr player in their 
colour
1 die

Setup:

Sort the tiles and keep the Arrow, Brick and Lumber tiles 
face up. Turn the rest face down. Use the tiles to build a 
track (Gauntlet) for the players to navigate. Build it any 
way you want, and experiment with di�erent setups for 
every game.

Place one cube from each player next to the start of the 
track, give the three other cubes to each player. These 
are the players Life Points.

Flip through the cards and �nd one Shield, Brick and 
Lumber for each player. These cards should have values 
of 1 or 2, each player receiving two 1’s and one 2. Shu�e 

the rest of the cards, turn up three cards pr 
player, and leave the rest face down in a draw 
pile.

Give the die to the starting player (determined 
randomly).

Play:

Each turn has 5 phases:

1: Roll the die.
The result is the number of movements each 
player must perform this turn. If you roll 1 or 2, 
reroll the die.

2: Draw cards.
Starting with the starting player, and moving 
clockwise, each player draws two cards face up 
from the table, and two face down from the 
deck, for a total of four new cards.

3: Planning.
Each player secretly selects three cards to play this turn. 
The cards are placed face down on the table, in 
sequence from left to right. One card from the hand is 
then discarded, so each player is back to three cards in 
hand. Put the hand face down on the table.

4: Action phase.

The action phase is divided into three Steps, one for 
each card. On each Step the players �rst take up their 
card, and state which number is on the card. The player 
with the highest number goes �rst, then the next 
highest, and so on. If players have the same number, 
play start with the starting player and moves clockwise.

The player must now move and perform an action 
based on the card she has played.

Movement:

You must move at least one space (not diagonally) each 
step, but if the movement die shows more than 3 you 
can distribute this movement as you choose between 
the three steps. You must complete the total number of 
moves as shown on the die during the turn. On the 
brown/blank tiles you can move freely. You can never 
move onto a tile with an Arrow. You can only move onto 
a tile with Brick og Lumber if you in this Step have 
played a card with the corresponding symbol.

Actions:

Brick and Lumber cards help you to move, the other 
cards are di�erent actions. You can choose to perform 
these actions before or after you have moved.

Swords: Attack!
You strike at an opponent in the same or directly 
adjacent square. This player loses one life point, unless 
she has played a Shield in this step.

Arrow: Fire!
All Arrows on the board �re in the direction they are 
pointing. Any and all players currently placed in the line 
of �re are hit, and lose one Life Point (unless guarded by 
a Shield). Arrows will not pass through Brick or Lumber, 
and players standing on these tiles are also safe. It is 

possible to get hit by two arrows at the same time, thus 
losing two Life Points.

Drop (of blood): Heal!
Return one Life Point. You cannot increase Life Points 
beyond three.

Note: If you have lost all three life points, you must stand 
still for an entire turn. You get three life points back at 
the start of this turn, but you may also be attacked 
during this turn with no chance to protect yourself. If 
you have Life Points left at the end of the turn, you play 
the next turn as normal.

Shield: Protect!
This is a passive action. Having played this card protects 
the player from all attacks during the current step.

5: Turn end

The starting player gives the die to the next player on 
the left. Turn up two new cards pr player from the deck. 
Shu�e when necessary.

Winner:

The object of the game is to reach the end of the track 
and move o� the board. If several players reach the end 
during the same Turn, the winner is the player with the 
most Life Points. If tied, then the player who reached the 
end in the earliest Step wins.

Now build another and cooler Gauntlet and start over!



Flower Garden
In Flower Garden you compete to create the most 
beautiful garden. Play your cards in the shop to acquire 
�owers, or use them to create beds to plant you �owers 
in. And make sure you get all your �owers planted, or 
they will dry out and reduce your score.

At a glance:

2-5 players

30 minutes

Complexity: medium

Components used:
All cards
All cubes

Setup:
Shu�e the cards and deal 8 to each player. Keep the rest 
as a draw pile.

The cubes are the Flowers. Keep them in a pile within 
reach, and sort them by colour to make things easier.

Select a starting player.

Play:

In your turn, you must play one or more cards, either in 
the shop, or in your garden, OR you can choose to not 
play any cards and instead discard up to four cards and 
draw new ones.

In the shop:

Play one or more cards with identical symbols. The cards 
must be played in descending order, from the highest to 

the lowest number printed on the cards. You are allowed 
to start a new row or to continue an existing row, as 
long as your card(s) have the same symbol and are of 
lower or equal value to the lowest card already in place. 
Numbers can be skipped (so playing 4-3-1 is allowed), 
and you can play several cards of the same value (e.g. 
4-3-1-1).

After you have played your cards, count the number of 
cards in the row, this is how many �owers you get. 
Check the colour of the lowest card (i.e. the last one you 
played), this is the colour of the �owers you get. Take 
your �owers from the pile.

Now see if the row you played cards to has two cards of 
the same number in it (for instance 3-1-1 or 5-2-2-1). If it 
does, then the whole row is placed in the discard pile.

In your garden:

Place one single card in front of you to make a bed for 
�owers. Now you must place �owers onto the card 
equal to the colour and the number of the card (e.g.if 
you play a red 4, pace 4 red �owers on it). You can not 
play a card in your garden if you do not have the �owers 
to �ll it up.

After playing cards, you replenish your hand by drawing 
as many cards as you played. Shu�e the discard pile 
when necessary.

Now it’s the next players turn.

NOTE: White and black cards are wild, and count as any 
one colour in the shop or in your garden.

Winner:
The game ends immediately when either:

The draw pile is emptied for the second 
time, or
Two coloured piles of �owers are 
completely empty.
Players receive one point for each �ower 
they have planted, and lose one point for 
each �ower they have not planted. The 
player with the highest score is the 
winner.



All Your Base
In AD 2101, war was beginning… Build up your base 
and install the correct hardware and software on your 
defence stations to prepare for the oncoming attack. In 
this game for up to 6 players you play cards from your 
hand to perform one of three actions, and pass the 
cards you don’t need to the next player.

At a glance:
2-6 players
30 minutes
Complexity: High

Components used:
All cards (depending on number of players)
All cubes
All tiles (depending on number of players)

Setup:

Sort the tiles (Bases) by symbol. Include a number of 
tiles with each symbol equal to one more than the 
number of players. So with 5-6 players you use all the 
tiles. Put the sorted stacks face up in the middle of the 
table.

Put all the cubes (Hardware) in a common draw pile 
beside the tiles.
Shu�e the deck and deal 10 cards to each player (or 9 in 
a 6-player game). See below for special rules for 2 (or 3) 
players.

Play:

In the beginning, play can be more or less simultaneous. 
Each turn each player will play two cards, select two 

cards to keep, and then pass the rest to 
the next player on the left.

Playing cards, each card can be used for 
one of three actions:

1: Build a Base, by taking a tile with the 
same symbol as the card you played and 
placing it in front of you.

2: Install Hardware, by taking a cube of the 
same colour as the border of the card you 
played and placing it onto one of your 
Bases. You can place several pieces of 
Hardware on one Base, but it must be 
placed immediately and may not be 
moved later.

3: Install Software, by placing the card 
directly in front of one of your Bases, 
making sure the symbol on the card 

matches the Base. The colour of the card does not have 
to match the installed Hardware, although that will 
score you more points. You can upgrade the Software 
on a Base by discarding the previously placed card and 
placing a new one.

Play continues until the players have no more cards in 
hand. Note that in the �nal turns when each player has 4 
or less cards in hand there will be no cards to send.

When everyone has played all their cards, the Phase 
ends and each player counts their score. Then *all* cards 
are returned to the deck, shu�ed and dealt again for a 
new phase.

Winner:

The game ends after three complete Phases have been 
played, and the winner is the player with the highest 
total score from all phases combined.

Scoring:
– Each piece of Software scores points equal to the 
number printed on the card
– Each piece of Hardware scores 3 points if, and only if, it 
matches the border colour of the Software card played 
on the same Base. A white card will match any and all 
pieces of Hardware, whereas a black card will never 
match any.

Special rules for 2 (or 3) players

During setup, deal only 6 cards to each player. Each turn, 
each player now plays two cards, keeps two, sends two 
to the next player, and then draws two new cards from 
the deck. A Phase still ends after 10 cards have been 
played by each player. The 3-player game can be played 
either like this or with the standard rules.

Advanced deck preparation for 2-4 players

Since not all cards will come into play, you can give the 
game a feeling of escalation by removing the highest 
valued cards from the �rst phase.

– In a 4-player game, remove all 5s and 6s. Then after the 
�rst Phase, take out 4 random cards from the starting 
deck and add in the six 5s. After Phase two, remove 6 
more random cards and add in the six 6s.

– In a 3-player game, remove 4s as well. Add the 4s for 
the second Phase, removing 6 random cards. Then add 
the 5s and 6s, removing 12 more cards.

– In a 2-player game, remove the 3s as well. Add the 3s 
and 4s for Phase 2, removing 12 random cards. Add the 
5s and 6s for Phase 3, removing 12 more random cards.

“How Are You, Gentlemen!! All Your Base Are 
Belong To Us!”

The phrase originates from an “engrish” translation of a 
japanese video game, and has been an internet 
phenomenon since 1998. See the full sequence and 
learn more at http://www.allyourbasearebelong-
tous.com/



Jump Gate
You are the captain of a cargo ship making pickup 
rounds across the universe. Roll the die to reach new 
planets with cargo to pick up, pass through jump gates 
that send you into di�erent parts of the galaxy, and play 
cards to move forwards or backwards if you don’t end 
up exactly where you wanted to.

At a glance:

2-4 players

30 minutes

Complexity: Low

Components 
used:

All tiles

17 cubes pr player

9 cards pr player 
(of the same 
colour)

One die

Setup:

Build a square track, each side 10 tiles long. On each side 
there will be 4 green tiles (Jump Gates) and 4 brown 
tiles (Planets), plus brown corners. Sort the tiles by 
symbol to �nd Jump Gates. You need 4 each of 2 
symbols plus 2 each of 4 symbols. Turn the rest of the 
tiles face down (brown side up). Create the track so that 
each side has one of each of the symbols with 4 tiles, 
and two di�erent symbols of the rest.

Place one cube (Cargo Crates) from each player next to 
each brown tile. Place one cube for each player to move 
in separate corners (The Ship).

Sort the cards by colour and give each player a full set of 
9 cards in their colour.

Play:

Taking turns, players move their Ship around 
the track to pick up their own cubes. Roll the 
die and move the according number of spaces 
in clockwise direction.

If you land on a Jump Gate you *must* move 
forward to the next space with the same 
symbol.

If you land on a Planet with one of your Cargo 
Crates beside it, pick it up and remove it from 
the game.

If you have passed through a Jump Gate, or if 
you landed on a Planet without a Crate to pick 

up, you may play one of your cards. You may then move 
forwards or backwards the exact number of spaces as 
indicated by the number on the card. If you now land on 
a Jump Gate, move to the next. If you land on a Planet 
with a Crate to collect then you may do so. You are not 
allowed to play more than one card during one turn.

Winner:

The �rst player to remove all her Cargo Crates from the 
board is the winner.



Fawlty Towers
This simple game aims to blend tactical choices with 
dexterity, and requires you to balance the risk of 
stacking cubes on the tallest tower against the reward 
of getting the highest valued cards on the table. (And 
yes, the name is a tribute to John Cleese and Connie 
Booth)

At a glance:

2-8 players

30 minutes

Complexity: Low

Components used:

All cards

All cubes

Setup:

Shu�e the cards and place 4 columns of 6 cards face up 
on the table. Put the rest of the deck on one side which 
will be the “top” of the 4 columns.

Take one cube of each colour and place them near the 
cards as the base of 4 towers to be built. The towers are 
not related to the columns of cards. Keep the rest of the 
cubes available in a common pile.

Play:

Taking turns, each player takes one cube of their choice 
and places it on top of one of the 4 towers. After placing 
the cube, the player is allowed to take a card from the 
table of the same colour as the placed cube. You can 

always take the bottom card of any column, but in order 
to take a card higher up you must make sure the tower 
you build on includes one cube of the corresponding 
colour for each card in the column below the one you 
want to take.

So if you want the �fth card from a column, and this is 
red. The four other cards below include one yellow, two 
blues and a green. To get the red card, you must place a 
red cube onto a tower that already contains at least one 
yellow, two blue and one green cube, in any order. If no 
such tower exists you have no way of getting the red 
card this round.

Special rules for white and black cards: Both black and 
white count as wild colours, meaning they can be taken 
regardless of which colour cube you placed. For the 
white cards, you can also use any colour in a tower in 
order to move past the white card to take a card higher 
up. The black cards, however, you can not move past. So 
while you can take a black card in the normal way, you 
can not take any card higher up in the column before 
the black card has been taken.

If any cubes fall o� the tower, then the whole tower 
must be removed from the table. You are then allowed 
to place a single cube on the table as the base of a new 
tower, and to take a card of the corresponding colour 
from the bottom of any column.

Once a player has taken a card, the other card in the 
column are moved down, and a new card is added to 
the top.

Winner:

The game ends when two of the columns are empty. 
Then each player sums up their score:

Each card is worth points equal to the printed number 
on the card.

Each set of 3 equal symbols is worth 5 bonus points, and 
each set of 5 symbols is worth a total of 10 bonus points.

Variation:

For a simpler game, remove all black cards from the 
deck before you start.



War 2.0

War 2.0 is a game of con�ict and conquest, of claiming 
territory on the map by attacking your opponents while 
trying to protect what you have gained. The game has 
no randomness, instead relying on psychology and 
blu�ng to maintain the suspense necessary for a 
engaging game of combat.

At a glance:
2-4 players
30 minutes
Complexity: Medium

Components used:
All 36 tiles (fewer for 
2-3-player games)
9 cards pr player 
(complete set in one 
colour)
20 cubes in one 
colour pr player

Setup:
Sort the tiles to get 3 
of each symbol face 
up, and the rest face 
down. Shu�e them 
around the table, and 
use them to build a 
more or less random 
world map. Make sure 
the green (symbol) tiles are evenly distributed 
throughout the world, and try to create several 
continents/regions that all have at least two entry 
points.

For a 2-player game, remove two symbols, and also 6 
brown tiles. For 3 players, remove one symbol and 3 

brown tiles.

Give each player a set of cards in their colour. The six 
cards valued 1-3 are the players starting hand, while the 
cards 4-6 are kept aside for later use.

Give each player their set of units (cubes).

Select starting player randomly. The player to the 
right of the starting player now starts selecting one 
brown tile as starting position, by placing one of 
her units on it. The other players continue in 
clockwise turn until everyone has placed one. Then 
the last player to place a unit chooses a second tile 
and places a unit on it. This continues until 
everyone �rst has chosen 4 starting tiles, and then 
for two more rounds where players place 
additional cubes into tiles they already own. When 
placing subsequent units, they can not be placed 
on tiles directly adjacent to a tile you have already 
chosen.

Now you are ready to start playing.

Play:
Each turn yuu perform three di�erent actions in 
this order:

Reinforcements:

Play 1 card for reinforcements The value on the 
reinforcement card determines how many new 

units you may place on the board, into tiles that you 
already own. Only one new unit pr tile. If the card you 
played has the same symbol as a tile on the board that 
you currently control, you are allowed to play an 
additional card. Up to 3 cards can be played for 
reinforcements in this way.

Movement:

Play 1 card for movement. The value on the movement 
card determines from how many tiles you may move. 
Playing a 2 allows you to move one or more units from 
two di�erent tiles. Each unit moves individually, and 
they can go in separate directions. You can move into 
another tile where you already have units, or into an 
unoccupied tile. Multiple movements are carried out in 
sequence, and in this way it is possible for the same 
units to move several spaces in the same turn.

Attack:

Choose one tile which launches an attack into an 
adjacent tile containing enemy units. Play one card face 
down and wait for your opponent to do the same. 
Reveal the cards, then add the number of your units 
involved to the value of your card. If the card has the 
same symbol as the tile being attacked, add 1. Highest 
total wins, the defender wins a draw. The loser removes 
one unit. If you succeed in eliminating all defending 
units, you must move one unit into the conquered tile, 
but you may move as many as you like.
You may perform multiple attacks, as long as you still 
have cards in hand.

Next players turn.

When you have played all cards from your hand, you 
take them all back, and add one card of a higher value. 
That is, the �rst time you add the 4, then the 5, and 
�nally the 6 to your hand. You can reclaim your cards 
this way if necessary to perform the Reinforcements or 
Movement action, or to defend yourself, but not to 
perform the Attack action.

Winner:
The game ends when all players have added the 6 to 

their hand. Now all players get one �nal turn before 
scoring, including the current player.

Each player �rst scores 1 point for each and every tile 
they own.

Then they score extra points for controlling several 
di�erent symbols on the board. The �rst symbol you 
control gives you 1 extra point. The second type of 
symbol you control gives you an additional 2  points. 
The third symbol gives you an additional 3 points. The 
fourth symbol gives you an additional 4 points (now for 
10 extra points in total), and so forth.

Then they score an extra 5 points for each set of three of 
the same symbol that they control.

The player with the highest score wins the game.

Board/Map design:

One of the fun things about this game is to create good 
world maps before you start. This is also what keeps the 
game interesting, as the layout of the map will have a 
great impact on the �ow of the game and the strategy 
you choose. There are several things to consider:

How compact do you want the map to be? You can 
make a tight hexagonal grid which is only one big 
“island”, with no “oceans” in between, or a more spacious 
world with separate “continents” and narrow pathways.

How do you group the symbols? Do you try to spread 
the equal symbols out across the board, or group them 
together? The map shown above has equal symbols 
spread out, which makes it di�cult to secure sets of 3, 
but perhaps easier to conquer 6 di�erent symbols for 
the maximum bonus.



Gold mine
Gold mine is a push-your-luck game where the players 
venture into an underground cavern looking for 
precious gold nuggets. But beware: the cavern 
can collapse at any time! The key is to get out with your 
loot before the roof comes down.

At a glance:
2-8 players
20 minutes
Complexity: low

Components used:

All cards valued 2 and up

All cubes

Setup:

Shu�e the cards and place them in a face down draw 
deck. Place the cubes in a common pile on the table.

Play:

Each turn, a new card is turned up 
on the table. The number on the 
card denotes how many gold 
nuggets are to be found. Divide this 
by the number of players, and give 
each the corresponding number of 
cubes from the pile. Fractions that 
can not be divided equally are left 
on the card.

Now each player must decide 
whether to continue or �ee, before 
the next card is turned up. Each 
player stick out their hand, with the 

thumb pointing outwards horizontally. On the count of 
three, each player decides whether to turn their thumb 
up (“I continue”) or down (“I run away”). (As an 
alternative, players can use one tile each that they place 
on the table hidden under their hand. Brown side up 
means “run”, green means “stay”)

Players that run away get to collect and divide all the 
treasure left on the cards. They are then out of the game 
for the rest of the round.

Play continues until all players have left, or until three 
cards with identical symbols have been placed on the 
table (not necessarily in sequence). Then the cavern 
collapses, and any players remaining inside will lose all 
the treasure they collected this round.

With 6 or more players, the cavern does not collapse 
until 4 identical symbols have appeared.

Winner:

After 4 rounds, count the total gold nuggets each player 
has collected. The winner is the player with the most 
gold.



Sons of Kark

You are Kark, a successful merchant seeking to expand 
your trading empire by issuing orders to your sons.

At a glance:

2-4 players

30 minutes

Complexity: Medium

Components used:

All 36 tiles

4 players: 5 cubes pr player,, 3p: 7 cubes, 2p: 9 cubes

To keep score: Scoring table or pen and paper 

Setup:

Shu�e the tiles in a face down stack. Take the top tile 
and place it face down on the table. Take the next tile 
and place it face up next to the previous tile. With 3 or 4 
players, remove one or two tiles from the game, 
respectively, to ensure every player gets the same 
amount of turns. Select a starting player randomly.

Play:

On your turn you must draw and place one tile, and you 
may place a token on this tile.

Placing tiles:

After looking at the symbol on the tile, you can choose 
whether to place the tile face up or face down. The tile 

must be placed adjacent to at least one other tile 
already on the table, so that they have one shared side. 
Note that you can not place a tile face down adjacent to 
another face down tile.

Placing a token:

You can choose to place a token either in the center of 
the tile, or on the corner of the tile where it intersects 
with three other tiles. A token in the center of a face up 
tile is known as a Market, and on a face down tile as a 
City. A token on an intersection is known as a Crossroad. 
You are only allowed to place on a Crossroad if it is 
complete, i.e. there are four tiles touching in the same 
corner.

Scoring:

Your placed token may score points later in the game, 
depending on where it was placed

Market: 
You own this symbol until someone else places a token 
on the same symbol. When that happens, you return 
your token to your stack and score one point for each of 
these symbols currently on the table.
City: 
One point for each di�erent symbol surrounding the 
tile, including diagonally. Return and score when you 
have 6, or when the tile is completely surrounded.
Crossroad: 
Crossroads score points only at the end of the game. 
Each token on a crossroad has in�uence on all 4 
adjacent tiles. For each of the symbols, and counting 
cities as a symbol, award 5 points to the player with the 
greatest total in�uence on that symbol across the board. 
If two players are tied, they get 3 points each, 3 players 
tied get 2 points each.

Winner:

Play continues until all tiles have been placed. Now all 
tokens on the board are scored according to the rules 
above. After scoring Markets and Cities, remove these 
tokens to make it easier to calculate the Crossroads.

The winner is the player with the most points.



Tunnel Run

Tunnel Run is a race game in which you play with 
several pirates trying to escape the Kings fortress 
through an undergroud tunnel.

At a glance:

2-4 players

15 minutes

Complexity: Low

Components used:

All 36 symbol tiles
All cards
3 colored cubes pr 
player

Setup:

Sort the symbol tiles 
in 6 stacks, each containing all 6 di�erent symbols. 
Shu�e each stack, and use them to build a “tunnel”, or 
track. The shape can be anything you like, straght, spiral, 
serpentine. Place all Pirates (player cubes) outside one 
end of the tunnel. Shu�e the cards and deal 3 cards to 
each player.

Select starting player randomly, or let the youngest 
player start.

Play:

On your turn, you play one card from your hand to move 
one pirate. Take one of your pieces and move it forward 
towards the end of the tunnel. Stop when you reach a 

tile with the same symbol as the card you played. If this 
tile is occupied by another cube, keep moving until you 
reach the next. If you reach the end without coming 
across an available tile, place your piece outside the 
tunnel. This pirate has completed the track and exited 
the tunnel.

When you have played one card and completed your 
move, draw a new card from the deck. Then it’s the next 
players turn.

Winner:

The winner is the �rst player to get all her pieces to the 
exit.

Variations:

Try di�erent numbers of cards and pieces pr player to 
adjust the level of complexity.

Advanced rules:

The following rules introduce more strategy and di�cult 
choices. 
Each player plays with six pieces. You play a card to 
move forward as described above, but you do not draw 
new cards every turn. In order to draw new cards, you 
must move one of your pieces backwards until you 
reach an occupied tile. If this tile has one other piece on 
it, you draw one card, if it has two pieces, you draw two 
cards. If it has three pieces you must continue 
backwards to the next occupied tile. 
In addition, on your turn you can do a total of three 
movement actions (forwards or backwards) before play 
passes to the next person.



Liar’s Cards

Liar’s Dice is a classic dice game where each player rolls 
�ve dice secretly, and then states a bid for how many 
total dice of a speci�ed value are on the table. With the 
Green Box, you can play the same game with cards, and 
maybe add a few variations.

At a glance:

2-10 players

30 minutes

Complexity: Low

Components used:

6 tiles, one of each symbol

5 cubes pr player (any colour) and one additional for 
keeping track of bids

All cards

Setup:

Shu�e the tiles and place them face up in a single row. 
Rotate the �rst tile 45 degrees to make this the starting 
point and a wildcard.

Give each player 5 cubes each, and put an additional 
cube on the starting tile.

Shu�e the cards and deal 5 to each player. Select a 
starting player randomly.

Play:

In turn, each player has to state a bid for how many 
symbols of one type have been dealt among all players. 
State the number and move the cube to the appropriate 
symbol on the track. The next player now must:

EITHER: State a higher bid, either by moving the cube 
UP the track and state the same number (or higher if 
you want to), or by moving the cube DOWN the track 
and state a higher number only.
OR: Call the last bidder a liar!
Bids continue as long as nobody is called a liar. When 
this happens, all players lay down their cards, and you 
count the symbols to see if the bid was correct. The �rst 
symbol in the track is a wildcard, meaning all cards with 
this symbol count toward the bid in addition to the 
actual stated symbol.

If the bid is valid, i.e. if the total number of cards with 
the stated symbol plus the wildcards is equal or greater 
than the stated number, then the bidder wins, and the 
player calling her a liar loses. She then has to remove 
one of her cubes. If the bid is invalid, i.e. there are not 
enough cards with the right symbols in play, the bidder 
is indeed a liar and must give up one cube.

Now reshu�e all cards and deal everyone a new hand. 
From now on, only deal as many cards to each player as 
they have cubes left, so the player who lost the �rst 
round only gets four cards. Players who have lost all 
their cubes are out of the game.

The starting bidder in the next round is the player who 
lost a cube in the previous.

Special rules for wild cards: If the starting bidder 
chooses to make a bid for the actual starting symbol, 
then this symbol is not wild this round, and you can 
rotate the tile back to illustrate this. Further, the 
wildcards do not count towards a bid if there are no 

cards on the table with the actual correct symbol. So if 
hammers are wild, and the bid is for three arrows, and 
the cards on the table show four hammers but no 
arrows at all, the bid is not valid.

Winner:

When only one player has cubes left, this player is 
declared the winner.

Special rule towards the end: When the total number of 
cards being dealt is less than 4, bids are no longer given 
for number of symbols. Instead, players bid for the total 
value of all dealt cards, i.e. the sum of the printed 
numbers on the cards.

With 8-10 players:

In order to ensure that the cards dealt indeed carry 
su�cient uncertainty, you should always deal less than 

40 cards in total. That means that with 8-9 players you 
deal four cards to each player, and with 10-12 you deal 
three. You may choose to give each player 5 cubes 
nonetheless, and then only reduce the number of cards 
dealt once a player falls below 3-4 cubes. Or you can 
give the players the same number of cubes as cards, for 
a slightly quicker game.

Variation:

Allow the starting bidder to select which symbol is wild, 
after looking at their dealt cards. The starting bidder 
chooses one tile and places it at the start of the row, 
rotating it 45 degrees.



Othellino

The classic game of Othello (or actually “Reversi“) takes 
“a minute to learn, and a lifetime to master”, and is truly 
a �ne example of how the simplest components can 
create intriguing game experiences. The Green Box 
doesn’t have enough pieces for a full game, but you can 
play a compact version on a 6×6 grid.

At a glance:

Players: 2

Time: 15 min

Complexity: Low

Components used:

All 36 tiles

40 cubes in two colours (with maybe a few borrowed 
from other colours in the endgame)

Setup:

Create a 6×6 square grid using the face down sides of 
the tiles. Give each player all the cubes of one colour. 
Each player places two pieces diagonally in the center of 
the board, so all four center pieces are occupied.

Play:

Taking turns, each player places one of their pieces on 
the board. Only moves that capture at least one of the 
opponents pieces are allowed.

You capture an opponents piece by trapping it between 
your own pieces in a straight vertical, horisontal or 

diagonal line. It is possible to trap several pieces with 
one placement, either in the same direction or in 
multiple direction. As long as you can trace a line from 
the piece you placed to another piece of your colour, 
then all the opponents pieces caught in between are 
captured. Check all lines moving in all directions from 
the piece you placed the same way.

Captured pieces are removed from the board, and you 
replace them with your own in the same spaces. The 
pieces can be reused later, and the players can not 
actually run out of pieces.

Winner:

The game ends when neither player is able to perform a 
valid move.

For more in-depth play examples, strategy tips and 
history, check the Wikipedia page for Reversi.



Backgammon

Backgammon is one of the oldest boardgames known, 
dating back more than 5000 years. It features simple 
rules, but often di�cult choices. Its combination of luck, 
strategy and lots of interaction makes for a rich and 
rewarding game experience for players of all ages and 
skill levels.

Backgammon boards can be bought almost all over the 
world, and many of them are true works of artful 
craftsmanship. The characteristic design with the 
elongated triangular �elds is easily recognizable 
although the details of each board will vary.
Broken down to its basics, however, the board needs 
only 24 spaces for movement and each player needs 15 
pieces to move, so it is an easy game to recreate.

At a glance:
2 players
15 minutes
Complexity: low

Components used:
Any 12 tiles
15 cubes pr player
2 dice

Setup:
Build a straight line of 12 tiles from the Green Box. You 
can use any tiles, but the board will look nicer if you 
choose one or two symbols and alternate between the 
green and the brown side.
The actual playing �elds will be outside the tiles, not on 
them. There are 24 spaces, 12 above the line and 12 
below.

The �rst player will move clockwise around the board, 
from the bottom right, moving left and around to the 
top right space. The second player will move 
counter-clockwise, from the top right space, moving left 
and around to the bottom right space.

Each player places 2 cubes on their starting space, and 
then counting in their direction of movement they must 
place:

5 cubes on the 12th space
3 cubes on the 17th space
5 cubes on the 19th space

Play:

To start the game, each player rolls one die, and the 
player with the higher number moves �rst using the 
numbers shown on both dice. If the players roll the 
same number, they must roll again. The players then 
alternate turns, rolling two dice at the beginning of each 
turn.

After rolling the dice, players must, if possible, move 
their pieces according to the number shown on each 
die. For example, if the player rolls a 6 and a 3 (notated 
as “6-3”), the player must move one piece six spaces 
forward, and another or the same piece three spaces 
forward. The same piece may be moved twice, as long as 
the two moves can be made separately and legally: six 
and then three, or three and then six. If a player rolls two 
of the same number, called doubles, that player must 
play each die twice. For example, a roll of 5-5 allows the 
player to make up to four moves of �ve spaces each.

In the course of a move, a piece may land on any space 
that is unoccupied or is occupied by one or more of the 
player’s own pieces. It may also land on a space 

occupied by exactly one opposing piece, or “blot”. In this 
case, the blot has been “hit”, and is placed outside the 
board. A piece may never land on a space occupied by 
two or more opposing pieces; thus, no space is ever 
occupied by checkers from both players simultaneously. 
There is no limit to the number of checkers that can 
occupy a space at any given time.

Pieces that have been hit must re-enter the game from 
the players starting space before any other move can be 
made. Using one of the rolled dice, the player makes a 
move from outside the board, so a 1 can move the piece 
into the �rst space. Normal rules for valid moves apply. If 
several of the players pieces have been hit, all of these 
pieces must enter the board before any other pieces can 
be moved. If a player has pieces outside the board, but 
rolls a combination that does not allow any of those 
pieces to re-enter, the player does not move.

The last six spaces on the board, for each players 
direction of movement, is called the player’s “home 
board”. When all of a player’s checkers are in that player’s 
home board, that player may start removing them. To 
remove a piece, it must be moved by a dice roll high 
enough to move it at least one space further than the 
board. So a piece in the 4th last space on the board can 
be removed by a dice roll of 4, 5 or 6. However, you may 
not use a higher number than necessary to remove a 
piece, if you also have pieces left that require the higher 
number. So if you have a piece on the 5th last space in 
addition to the 4th, a roll of 5 or 6 must �rst be used to 
remove the piece on the 5th space.

Winner:

The player who �rst succeeds in removing all her pieces 
from the board is the winner.



Halma

Halma is a classic game invented in the 19th century, 
and the original game behind the variant Chinese 
Checkers. It has simple rules but provides plenty of 
interesting strategy, while including enough unpredict-
able interaction to make it fun for the whole family.Read 
more…

At a glance:

2-4 players

20 minutes

Complexity: low

Components used:

25 tiles

10 cubes pr player

Setup:

Make a square board with 5x5 tiles. You will be counting 
each tile as 2x2 spaces, so the board has a total of 10x10 
spaces.

Each player arranges their pieces in one of the corners in 
a triangular formation. This is the starting position, and 
the object of the game is to move all pieces to the other 
side of the board and arrange them in a similar 
formation. 

Select a starting player randomly, or let the youngest 
player start.

Play:

Taking turns, each player moves one single piece. A 
piece can either move one space in any direction, 
including diagonally, or jump across another piece 
(owned by you or an opponent) e�ectively moving two 
spaces. When jumping, you can continue to perform 
consecutive jumps as long as you have valid options for 
doing so.

It is important to exploit opportunities presented to you 
for jumping across the opponents pieces, as well as 
trying to block the opponents from using your own.

Winner:

The winner is the �rst player to arrange all her pieces in 
the opposite corner from where she started.

Variations:

The original Halma is played on a board with 16x16 
squares. The most you can make with the Green Box is 
12x12, but smaller boards are also possible. Smaller 
boards with fewer pieces make for quicker games. 
Crowded boards make for more chaos, while boards 
with extra open space make for a more strategic game, 
as moving into good opening positions is vital. For a 
3-player game, you can even arrange the tiles in a 
triangle in stead of a square. You will however only be 
able to play with one space on each tile in this 
arrangement, so the board will be quite small.



Speed

Speed is a speedy card game for two players in real time 
where the goal is to get rid of your cards with higher 
speed(!) than your opponent, by matching cards on 
either symbol, colour or number. 

At a glance

2 players

2 minutes

Complexity: Low

Components used:

All 54 cards

Setup:

Split the deck in half, giving 27 cards to each player.

Each player takes the top card and places it face down in 
the middle of the table. Each players also draws three 
cards to her hand.

On a count of three, each player turns over their starting 
card, and the game begins immediately.

Play:

There are no turns in this game, both players play cards 
as fast as they can.

You can play a card to any one of the two piles on the 
table if it maches either the number, the symbol, or the 
(border) colour of the current top card of the pile.

You can draw new cards at any time, but you can never 
have more than 3 cards in your hand at the same time.

Winner:

The �rst player to empty his deck and his hand is the 
winner.


